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Abstract. Trending topics is the most popular term list in the differ-
ent web services, such as Twitter and Google. The changes in people’s
interest in a specific trending topic are reflected in the changes of its pop-
ularity rank (up, down, and unchanged). This paper proposes a temporal
modelling framework for predicting rank change of trending topics, and
delivers the real-time prediction service with only historical rank data.
Historical rank data show that almost 70% of trending topics tend to
disappear and reappear later. We handled those missing values, using
deletion, dummy variable, mean substitution, and expectation maximiza-
tion. On the other hand, it is necessary to select the optimal window size
for the historical rank data. An optimal window size is selected based
on the minimum length of topic disappearance in the same topic but
with a different context. We examined our approach with four different
machine-learning techniques using the twitter trending topics dataset,
which is collected for 2 years. As an application, we implemented a trends
prediction service, called TrendsForecast, applying our prediction model
for Twitter trending topics in 10 different countries.
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1 Introduction

By using different types of web-based services, such as search engines, social
media, and Internet news aggregation sites, internet users can share and search
information through the world. These services have caused a huge information-
sharing paradigm shift by increasing personal information sharing and acquisi-
tion. This phenomenon, often called “the social data revolution”, has resulted in
the accumulation of unprecedented amounts of social data. This large amount
of user created social data is like an untapped vein of gold in 21st century. Many
information providers analyze their social data and provide a Trending Topics
service, which displays the most popular terms that are discussed and searched
within their community. Twitter collects their social data, extracts the terms (in-
cluding phrases and hash-tags) currently most often mentioned by their users,
and publishes these on their site. Their list displays the top 10 trending topics of
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the moment, and displays these as part of the Twitter interface so all users can
easily identify the current trending topics. Trending topics are estimated to re-
flect the real-world issues from the people’s point of view. Over 85% of trending
topics in Twitter are related to breaking news headlines, and the related tweets
of each trending topic provides more detailed information of news and users’
opinions [7].

Fig. 1. The rank pattern of a trending topic

The ‘Trending Topics’ list shows the top 10 trending topics in descending
order of popularity. The lower the rank the higher the popularity, the higher the
rank the lower the popularity. Based on the rank of a trending topic, it is possible
to recognize the degree of current popularity of that topic. For example, on July
17th 2014, when a missile downed the Malaysia Airlines plane over Ukraine, all
passengers were killed in the blast and it was breaking news around the world.
During this time, the topic ‘#MalaysiaAirlines’ appeared on the trending topics
list. Figure 1 shows the hourly rank changes of the trending topic ‘#Malaysi-
aAirlines’ in 24 hours, which start from the point the topic first appeared on
the trending topic list. You can see the trending topic has different hourly rank-
ing changes based on people’s interest change. The hourly ranking changes can
be classified into three categories: up, down, and unchanged. In other words,
this hourly ranking change represents the degree of change of popularity in that
topic every hour, whether the people’s interest in each trending topics is going
up, down or staying unchanged. Predicting the trending topics hourly ranking
change can be helpful to identify the influence of the topic in the near future.
However, the ‘Trending Topics’ list displays only limited information, including
the trending topic term, its rank, and updated date and time. We used only
this available information to predict the future rank changes of trending topics.
Therefore, the research aim of our study is to answer the following question: “can
we predict the change of trending topics’ popularity (up, down, and unchanged)
and provide the real-time service?” In order to solve the problem, we proposed a
temporal modeling framework using historical rank data and machine learning
techniques. At time t, the problem, predicting the future rank change FRC of
a trending topic Tx, can be expressed as follows:

FRC(Tx) = f [rt−n, ..., rt−1, rt] (1)
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where f is a machine learning technique and the historical rank of n period is
[rt−n, ..., rt−1, rt]. The predicted ranking change FRC of trending topics can be
classified into three classes: up, down, or unchanged. For example, let’s assume
that we predict the rank change of ‘#MalaysiaAirlines’ from 20hours to 21hours
(down), we can use its historical rank data from 0 to 20 hours.

In order to use the historical rank data for rank change prediction, there is
an issue to investigate. Several trending topics tend to disappear and reappear
from the trending topics list so it is impossible to know the exact rank when
it disappears. Figure 2 well represents the example of this topic disappearance
issue with two different trending topics, including ‘Ebola’ and ‘Black Friday’. It
shows the 24 hour rank pattern, which represents its rank from the point the
topics was first detected on the ‘Trending Topics’ list. The topic ‘Black Friday’
is a seasonal trending topic. Twitter users are talking about what they will do
on Black Friday. The topic appeared around the lowest ranks before the day,
and disappeared for 5 hours. It reappeared in the morning of that day. Another
topic ‘Ebola’ relating to the deadly virus infection which raised concerns due to a
resurgent epidemic in West Africa. In the initial three hours, the topic was about
the first infection in Guinea and then it disappeared for 16 hours. Following that,
the topic reappeared and was about another infection in Liberia. Hence, these
are the same topic term but each has a different context.

Fig. 2. Topic disappearance from the trending topic list

Historical rank data show that almost 70% of trending topics tend to disap-
pear and reappear later. Therefore it is important to reflect this ‘disappearance
and reappearance’ phenomenon in the prediction model, which is related to han-
dling missing value and window size. First, it is necessary to handle the missing
ranking value while the topic disappears. We applied four different missing value-
handling approaches in section 3.1, and identified the most successful approaches
in trending topics rank prediction in section 5.2. Secondly, as historical rank data
is time-series data, it is necessary to select the optimal window size. Rather than
choosing a random window size, we proposed a method to select the appropriate
window size for predicting rank change of trending topics. As can be seen in
figure 2, the context can change while the trending topic has disappeared. We
need to find the minimum length of topic disappearance hours in the same topic
with different contexts, and apply it to the window size.
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2 Related Works

There are several studies aimed at predicting political events using social media.
One of the most representative studies was applying tweets and news analysis for
predicting election by Chung and Mustafaraj [4]. They collected all related tweets
and news that contain the candidate’s name and conducted sentiment analysis.
UK general election was also forecasted by Franch[5]. The author used social data
from various types of social media and those media are classified into its media
level. The prediction performance was evaluated by using ARIMA(auto regres-
sive integrated moving average), and it achieves 0.48 and 0.83 percentage points
off the real vote share. The data from social media have also received a lot of
attention in economics field. Stock price is dynamically changed, which is based
on real-world events and people’s point of view. Therefore, social media could
be the most effective resource to predict the stock price trends. Sprenger [12]
considered twitter as a forum that leverages the wisdom of crowds for extracting
the stock-related opinions. Bollen et al.[3] conducted sentimental analysis and
examined how emotions can actually affect decision making in stock markets.
The proposed approach gave 86.7% accuracy in daily prediction.

As people noticed that user data from social media sites well represents the
people’s interests, social media sites started to present the most discussed and
searched topics, called trending topics [9]. Those trending topics services have
received a great amount of attention. For example, ‘Twitter Trending Topics’,
real-time event detection service provided by Twitter, shows the most often men-
tioned or posted short phrases, words, and hash-tags [2]. However, they show
only the topic term and its rank with no detailed explanation. Hence, many
researchers applied various summarisation and extraction approaches aimed at
revealing the exact meaning of trending topics. Han and Chung [6] applied simple
Term Frequency approach for extracting the representative keywords to disam-
biguate the approach. They also proved that the most successful approach to
reveal the exact meaning of trending topics is simple Term Frequency, which is
evaluated by 20 postgraduate students. Some researchers examined classifying
trending topics. Lee et al.[8] classifies trending topics into 18 general categories by
labeling and applying machine-learning techniques. Various types of prediction
research in social media have been conducted. Nikolov and Shah [10] proposed
a new algorithm for early detection of trending topics on Twitter. The perfor-
mance achieved 95% accuracy. However, trending topics ranks and the prediction
of rank changes has never been investigated before.

3 Trending Topic Rank Changes Model

The goal of this research is to predict the trend of trending topics rank change
in the next hour. We propose a temporal modeling framework for predicting
trending topics rank change using historical rank pattern and machine learning
techniques. The proposed model can be described using the following equation:

FRC(Tx) = ML(PRP (Tx)) (2)
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In order to predict the next rank change FRC of a specific trending topic Tx,
we used past rank pattern data (PRP ) of the topic Tx. Then, machine learning
techniques ML are applied for learning our model. Equation 3 describes the
example of historical rank pattern PRP of a specific trending topic Tx at time t.
It shows all historical rank patterns of a topic Tx in the specific period n. FRC
represents the trends of the topic’s ranking in the next hour. By comparing the
current rank and the next-hour rank, the predicted rank change in the next
hour will be one of three classes: up, down, and unchanged. For example, if the
next-hour rank rt+1 is higher than the current rank rt, the FRC will be ‘down’.

PRP (Tx) = [rt−n, ..., rt−1, rt] (3)

FRC(Tx) =

up, if rt − rt+1 > 0
down, if rt − rt+1 < 0
unchanged, if rt − rt+1 = 0

(4)

There are two main issues when we use the historical ranking data for our
model: missing ranking handling and window size selection. Firstly, several trend-
ing topics tend to disappear and reappear from the ‘Trending Topics’ list. We
specify how to handle missing rank values during the topic’s disappearance. Sec-
ondly, the historical ranking patterns of trending topics are time-series data so
it is crucial to select the appropriate window size for prediction. We propose an
approach to select the optimal window size of our data. The detailed information
of these approaches for those issues can be found in the following sections: 1)
missing ranking handling and 2) window size selection.

3.1 Missing Ranking Handling

Since ‘Trending Topics’ list displays the top 10 trending topics of the moment,
it displays the topics from rank1 to rank10. If the topic is suddenly out of the
‘Trending Topic’ list, it is impossible to recognize the exact ranking, whether
the topic is ranked 11th or 50th. Manual inspection of the trending topics re-
vealed that topic disappearance and reappearance is not limited to the type of
topic. Various types of trending topics, including breaking news, persistent news
(e.g. TV show or sport match) and hash tags seem to disappear and reappear
randomly. We then analyzed how many trending topics actually disappear and
reappears. Table 1 shows the percentage of trending topics that reappear and
failed to reappear after the topic disappeared. The proportion of reappearing
trending topics is almost 70%.

Table 1. The percentage of trending topics that reappeared or non-reappeared

Reappearance No-reappearance

Pecentage 66.28% 34.82%
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It is crucial to deal with missing rank data for our prediction model. We ap-
plied the following four missing value-handling approaches, including Pairwise
deletion, Dummy Variable, Mean substitution, and Expectation maximization,
reviewed by Allison [1]. The prediction results of these approaches will be dis-
cussed in the section 5, ‘Evaluation Result’.

3.2 Window Size Selection

The proposed temporal model uses historical trending topics and is learned using
machine learning techniques, so it is important that sequences of the same win-
dow size should be used in training and testing. However, the primary difficulty
is selecting an optimal window size for prediction using a good learning tech-
nique instead of trial and error. We analyze the actual trending topic ranking
data on USA Twitter. According to the data analysis result, we found that the
same topic terms are sometimes referring to different events, and this normally
occurs when the time length of the topic disappearance exceeds a certain time.
For example, table 2 shows the example of analyzing the same trending topic
‘#MalaysiaAirlines’ that is about two different events. The table displays the
collected date and representative content of each topic. In 2014, there were two
events related to Malaysia Airline: Firstly, the Malaysia airline flight MH370
disappeared on 8 March. The second referred to MH17 which is believed to have
been downed by a missile in the eastern Ukraine on 17 July. The table shows
that the same topic ‘#MalaysiaAirlines’ are about two different events based on
the collected date. Hence, before and after almost 4 months disappearance, the
topic term ‘#MalaysiaAirlines’ is separated into two different events.

Table 2. The trending topic ‘#MalaysiaAirllines’ with different events

Collected Date Extracted Contents

2014/03/08 missing, flight, Malaysian, MH370, passenger, disappear, crash, pray,
crew, lost, ocean, fail, safety, loss, airplane

2014/07/17 shot, down, missile, incident, kill, crash, attack, another, flight, victims,
Malaysian, report, 259, explode

We proposed the approach to identify the minimum length of topic disap-
pearance that has different contexts by comparing the context similarity in two
time-points (before-and-after the topic disappearance). As mentioned earlier, the
trending topic terms consist of words, hash-tags or short phrases but it does not
provide any description. It is almost impossible to recognize the exact meaning
of a trending topic without extracting its detailed information. Hence, we pro-
posed an approach to extract the representative contents for each trending topic
and compare the context similarity in two time points (before-and-after the topic
disappearance) if the topic disappeared at one point. The proposed approach is
conducted as follows: 1) collect the trending topic and related tweets of the topic
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published less than 1 hour ago, 2) preprocess the related tweets by removing stop
words and 3) extract the representative 15 (fifteen) terms using term frequency
(TF), and 4) calculate the cosine similarity of context of a specific trending topic
at two different time-points (before and after the topic disappearance).

(a) Disappear in Hours (b) Disappear in Days

Fig. 3. The average of content similarity based on the topic disappearance time

Figure 3 presents two sub-figures that show the result of context similarity
based on the length of continuous disappearance; x-axis represents the length
of topic continuous disappearance, and y-axis shows the cosine similarity rate
(1 means exactly same and 0 is completely different). As you can see from the
graphs, you can find that the context similarity is very low (0.2) if the topic
continuously disappeared for over 7 hours. Moreover, the similarity does not go
down after 7 hours, which is around 0.2. In other words, if a specific trending
topic ‘A’ does not appear in the list for over 7 hours and then reappears again, we
can tell the first appeared topic ‘A’ and reappeared topic ‘A’ are talking about
different contexts. Based on this result, the optimal window size would be the
minimum length of continuous disappearance without different contexts in same
topic term. The optimal size for U.S. twitter trending topic should be 7 (seven).
The evaluation of prediction with different window size will be conducted in the
evaluation result section.

4 Experimental setup

In this section, we describe the collected data and applied machine learning
techniques for evaluation of trending topics‘ rank change prediction. Algorithm
1 shows the whole algorithm for prediction. Based on Algorithm 1, we prepare
the required data and machine learning techniques.

4.1 Evaluation Data

For the evaluation, we collected trending topic terms, related tweets and ranking
patterns for those topics. By using the Twitter API, we crawled trending topics,
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related tweets and their ranks for two years (from 30th June, 2012 to 30th
June, 2014) in different countries (USA, UK, and Australia). There are 57359
unique trending topics, and we trained this two years data for our evaluation.
The detailed data collection, including trending topic and related tweet, can be
found in the below algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Trending topics popularity prediction

1: Collect a trending topic T from Twitter with the rank r and the collected
time(hour) h.

2: Put a topic T using search API and obtain the related tweets rt that are posted
at the time h− 1 to h

3: Check whether the topic T appeared on the list before. If so, extract the represen-
tative words that describes the meaning of collected trending topics using Term
Frequency. If not, the topic T is the new topic so skip to step 5.

4: Obtain all previous ranks PR of the trending topic T from the time(hour) h−n+1
to h (n=window size).

5: Use this previous ranks PR as input data to the models trained by machine learning
techniques

6: Predict the rank change FRC of the trending topic T will be up, down, or un-
changed in the next hour.

In order to achieve the equation 2 in section 3, the training data contains
historical rank pattern as features, and the predefined future rank as class. The
number of features are changing based on the optimal window size. For building
the prediction model using our training data, we applied four machine learn-
ing techniques: Naive Bayes, Neural Networks, Support Vector Machines and
Decision Trees.

5 Evaluation Result

We used 10-fold cross validation on two years of training data, which is described
in section 4.1. Based on this evaluation, we compare and summarize the predic-
tion results with the proposed temporal model and different missing ranking
handling approaches and window sizes.

5.1 Window Size Selection Examination

As we discussed in the section 3.2, we proposed that the approach to selecting
the optimal window size for trending topics’ ranking change predictions. We
found that optimal window size can be same as the minimum length of topic
disappearance time that has same topic term with different meaning (see section
3.2). We discovered the optimal window size for U.S twitter data can be 7(seven).
We also applied our approach to the trending topic rank data from U.K. and
Australia Twitter. Based on this examination, we found that the optimal window
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sizes for U.K. and Australia was 6(six) and 8(eight) respectively. We evaluate
the prediction performance with those window sizes to examine whether the
proposed approach selects the optimal window size of different data.

Table 3. U.S Trending Topics Ranking Change Prediction Accuracies with Different
Missing Ranking Handling Approaches and Window Sizes

Window Size Missing Value NB NN SVM C4.5

(1) 5 Zero(0) 79.71% 88.20% 79.91% 88.74%

(2) 5 Lowest+1 80.11% 88.92% 80.82% 89.85%

(3) 5 Mean 75.10% 86.56% 77.29% 87.49%

(4) 5 Deletion 75.91% 85.42% 77.52% 85.74%

(5) 7 Zero(0) 83.91% 93.56% 85.36% 93.08%

(6) 7 Lowest+1 83.03% 93.68% 86.04% 94.01%

(7) 7 Mean 80.23% 91.06% 83.22% 92.91%

(8) 7 Deletion 82.93% 92.76% 83.93% 90.10%

(9) 9 Zero(0) 83.88% 92.53% 85.31% 93.00%

(10) 9 Lowest+1 83.00% 92.54% 85.61% 93.88%

(11) 9 Mean 80.34% 91.40% 83.29% 92.14%

(12) 9 Deletion 82.91% 90.92% 83.91% 90.11%

5.2 Prediction Evaluation

The experiments were designed to test the proposed model. We use the predic-
tion performance as an indication of the suitability, which is obtained from four
machine-learning techniques we discussed in the previous section. Each exper-
iment result has different window sizes and different missing ranking handling
techniques. Table 4 shows the prediction result of U.S. trending topics ranking
changes with different window sizes (5,7,9) and four different missing handling
techniques (Zero, Lowest+1, Mean, and Deletion). As mentioned in ‘window size
selection’ section, we insist that the optimal window size for USA trending topics
rank data can be size 7(seven). The experiment result shows that the prediction
with size 7(seven) has the highest performance among 5, 7 and 9, which proves
that our approach performs successfully. Since there is little difference in predic-
tion accuracy of size 7 and 9, it is difficult to define whether 7 is better than 9.
However, we can infer that if there is no difference between size 7 and 9, using
size 7 is effective in performance, including data size and speed.

For missing ranking handling, missing value imputation with lowest+1 achieve
the best prediction performance. This is because the other three approaches,
mean, zero, and deletion, are not considered the nature of trending topics rank-
ing. Among 4 machine learning approaches, C4.5 algorithm showed a higher
performance than the others. Finally, we analyzed the performance of two more
countries (U.K. and Australia) to make sure that our model performs well. As
mentioned before, the optimal window sizes for two countries were size 6 and size
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8 respectively, and it achieves the best performance (92.54%) with 6 instances
and EM, and (80.13%) in 8 instances and EM.

Fig. 4. Topic disappearance from the trending topic list

Figure 4 presented that the example of rank change prediction in 24 hours,
which start from the point the topic first appeared on the trending topic list. Our
prediction model forecasts the next-hour rank changes of trending topics using
only historical data with proposed missing value and window size treatment
approach.

5.3 Additional feature

We put the additional features (topic features of the trending topic) into the
training dataset in order to compare that of the historical rank data. We further
classified the U.S. trending topics using the New York Times (NY times) clas-
sification service. As Trending topics are about real-time events, the traditional
topic classification ontology cannot be applied. Unfortunately, if the category of
a trending topic is extracted using a general document ontology, at any time,
semantically related categories will also be extracted. There, we firstly search
the trending topic term with the NY times classification service. We set the
published time as the day that trending topic first emerged. Then we locate any
related articles that were published with that term, on that day. Finally, the
trending topics related categories are supplied by the NY Times service. Table
5 shows how U.S. trending topics are categorised.

Table 4. Topic disbribution in U.S. Trending Topics

Topic Entertainment Sports Politics Fashion World Obituaries Health Technology

% 42% 28% 10% 6% 5% 4% 3% 2%

After we added this topic attribute into the training dataset, we learned the
model with C4.5 decision tree, and the accuracy with topic attribute was 94.85%,
which is slightly higher than that with only historical rank pattern (94.01%).
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6 Application

Based on the evaluation result, we developed a trending topics popularity trends
prediction system, called TrendsForecast3, which represents the rank changes of
trending topics in 10 different countries. The proposed system, TrendsForecast,
applied C4.5 model with the best window size and missing value imputation
method for each county. The table in the system, the first sub-figure in figure
5, presents not only future rank changes, but also various factors, including the
time the trending topic first appeared, past rank changes in last 3 hours and
a hour. Therefore, users can see the popularity and importance of a specific
trending topic by observing its historical rank changes, as well as its future rank
changes. The second sub-figure in figure 6 displays the historical rank changes
of top 10 trending topics in last 25 hours.

(a) Trending Topics Past and Future
Rank Changes

(b) Historical Rank Changes for each trend-
ing topic

Fig. 5. Screenshot of TrendsForecast, Trending Topics Rank Change Prediction System

7 Discussion

In this paper, we addressed trending topic rank prediction problems. Twitter
Trending Topics service provides only the trending topic term and the rank of
each trending keywords. Therefore, people may have question about whether
any predication models using only this data can suggest any promising predic-
tion results. This paper suggests a simple rank prediction that uses historical
data with consideration of window size and missing value treatment. Surpris-
ingly, our method achieved very significant performance (94.01% accuracy with
C4.5 decision tree). On the one hand, this implicitly implies that the changing
trends are the most important factors for rank prediction. On the other hand,
it would be possible to improve performance of rank prediction. For example,
we put additional information (topic feature) but it turns out that it would be
very difficult to predict rank perfectly (100% accuracy), which is not because of
algorithmic factors but because of trending topics’ irregularly changing nature.

3 TrendsForecast 2016 https://www.trendsforecast.net
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8 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a temporal modeling framework that predicts trend-
ing topics’ hourly ranking change. We developed the learning procedure that can
be used to construct models of trending topics ranking trends based on the his-
torical trending topics ranking patterns. We also suggested the novel approaches
to handle missing ranking and window size for trending topics rank change pre-
diction. Rather than using complex features, we used historical ranking pattern
and machine learning techniques, and it achieved the successful result (94.01%),
and provide the real-time high performed prediction service.
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